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THE STATE AND CIVIL SOCIETY
IN COMMUNAL VIOLENCE

T3

This chapter deals with a classic, but unresolved, analytic puzzle: how should one conceptualíze,
or theorize, the role of the state in communal violence?1 Because it is the responsibiliry of the

modern state to maintain law and order, a greet deal is nearly always said about how the state is

involved, or implicated in, ethnocommunal riots when they do take place, However, despite a
plethora of literature, \¿ve still do not have a plausible theory of the relationship between the state

and ethnocommunal violence.2
A good theory must specify, first, the conditions under which the state develops an ínterest in

touching ofl, or worsening, communal riots, instead of preventing or containing them; and
second, it must also clari$, whether the state always has the ability to prevent or contain riots,
even if it has an interest in doing so. In short, the key question for theory is: what makes the state

unwilling and/or unable to enact its constitutionally assigned riot-preventing or riot-containing role?

In developing our answers, we approach the state indirectly. We first ask: under what con-
ditions are preexisting interethnic or intercommunal ciuic (i.e. non-stale) ties destroyed? Under
what conditions are such ties built? 'We 

then draw some inferences about the role of the state.

Why do we focus on interethnic or intercommunal ties, or what has, following Putnam (2000),

come to be called bridging, as opposed to bonding, social capital? Much of the classic theoretical
wisdom in the field (Lijphart 1,977), as well as some of the more recent work (Fearon and Laitin
1.996), emphasizes how peaceful interaction between ethnic groups is, paradoxically, founded
on the possibiliry of intense in-group interaction and institutions. A principal message of this
literature is that the greater the in-group cultural life andlor interaction, the larger the possibiliry
of ínter-group accommodation and peace,

In contrast, on the basis of materials gathered on Hindu-Muslim relations in India, Vanhney
(2002) argued that intercommunal ties between Hindus and Muslims, not intracommunal ties

among Hindus or among Muslims, were a strong bulwark of communal peace. If towns and

cities were organized only along intra-Hindu or intra-Muslim lines, the odds of riots (fres)

breaking out, given a spark. (tensions, rumors, small clashes), were very high. In Indian cities,

bonding social capital was highly correlated with Hindu-Muslim violence, but bridging ties

could put out sparks very effectively, not allowing them easily to disrupt the local equilibria
of peace.
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In this chapter, we wish to turn a cross-sectional comparison into an inter-temporal one:

how is bridging social capital built or destroyed? Though Putnam (2000) explains how social capital

was undermined in twentieth-century USA, we should note that we have no such studies for India

or the developing world. Varshney (2002) simply asked what differentiated cities, where Hindus
and Muslims lived peacefully, from those cities where endemic violence marked their relations,

thereby comparing equilibria of peace with equilibria of violence, In effect, Varshney's inter-
city comparison was cross-sectional. 

'We now ask how peaceful cities become violent, and how
violent cities tum towards peace. A new analytical candidate-the state-is begiruring to emerge in
the sites where we can already answer this question well.

While we are unable to develop a full-blown theory, we propose some building blocks, and

a classification scheme for the types of state involvement in times of communal tensions and

violence. We start with a summary of Vanhney (2002). 'We then turn to three Indian analytical

narratives: one at the state level, and two at the town level. In the third section, we turn
our critical attention to those scholan who have proposed a state-based theory of communal
violence. Next, we draw implications of our case narratives, focusing on the role of the state in
building or undermining civic ties, The final section presents conclusions.

Bridging, bonding, and ethnocommunal violence
'Why 

does communal violence take place? Varshney (2002) sought to answer the question by
comparing Hindu-Muslim relations in six cities of India. Substantively, the main conclusion
was that the presence or absence of inter-ethnic, or inter-communal, civic organizations-business
associations, professional organizations, labor unions, political parties, reading clubs, sports

clubs, frlm clubs, nongovernmental organizatíons (NGO$, and political parties-was critical to
explaining why some cities had chronic ethnocommunal violence, while othen, despite huge

provocations, remained always, or nearly always, peaceful. Integrated associational life allows
strong ties to be formed across communities, acting as a serious constraint over the polarizing

strategies of those groups that would benefìt from violence, including political parties and

organizations.

How did this argument emerge? First, a large-n analysis of all recorded Hindu-Muslim riots
during a 46-year period (1950-95) was carried out.3 It led to two important results. Fint,
Hindu-Muslim riots were predominantly urban. A mere 4% of deaths in Hindu-Muslim riots
took place in rural India, where roughly 70% of the country's population still lives and a much
bigger proportion did in the 1950s. Second, within urban India, riocs were highly locally
concentrated. Eight cities-Ahmedabad, Bombay, Hyderabad, Baroda, Aligarh, Meerut, Delhi
and Calcutta-accounted for a hugely disproportionate share of communal violence in the

country: 49% of all urban deaths (and about 46% of all deaths, urban plus rural) in Hindu-
Muslim violence. As a group, however, these eight cities today have a mere 18% of India's
urban population (and about6%o of the country's total population, both urban and rural).

Hindu-Muslim violence \¡r'as thus remarkably town or ciry specific. Often, a town just

40 miles-5O miles away from a riot-prone city remained calm. For example, an almost entirely
peaceful town of Bulandshahar is a mere 50 miles away from the riot-prone Aligarh. Other
examples are Surat and Baroda in the state of Gujarat, and Hyderabad and 

'Warangal in the state

of Andhra Pradesh.

State or national politics certainly played a role, but even the most inflammable periods of
national or state politics did not fully undermine the local pattems of Hindu-Muslim relations.

These larger political trends at the national or state level could essentially be conceptualized as

'sparks': depending on the local textures, not all of them became'fires'in diflerent towns.
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To probe causal mechanisms, Varshney (2002) selected six cities and arranged them in three
pairs. Each pair had a ciryltown where communal violence was endemic, and a ciryltown
where it was rare, holding Hindu-Muslim percentages in the town population constant.

What causal mechanisms did the three pairs yield? On the whole, two mechanisms were
identifìed. First, prior and sustained contact between members of different communities allowed
communication between them to moderate tensions and preemþt violence, when new tensions

arose in the country, state or nearby towns. In cities of thick interaction between different
communities, peace committees.at the time of tension emerged from below in various neigh-
borhoods. Such higtrly decentralized tension-managing organizations killed rumors, removed
misundentandings, and often policed neighborhoods.

Second, in cities that had associational integration as well, not just everyday integration, the
foundations of peace were stronger. In such settings, even those politicians who would, in
theory, benefit from ethnic killings found it hard to instigate violence. Without a nexus
between politicians and criminals, big riots and killings were highly improbable.a In all violent
cities in the India project, a nexus of politicians and criminals was in evidence. Organized gangs

could easily undermine neighborhood peace, often causing migration from integrated to
segregated neighborhoods. People moved in search of physical safery.

Contrariwise, if labor unions, business associations, middle-class associations of docton and
lawyers, film clubs of poorer classes (as in south India), and at least some political parties were
integrated, even an otherwise mighty politician-criminal nexus was unable to rupture existing links.
Everyday engagement in the neighborhoods might not be able to stand up to the marauding
gangs protected by powerful politicians, but the strength of organizations consdruted a forbidding
obstacle for politically shielded gangs. A synergy emerged between the local wings of the
state and local civic organizations, making it easier to police the emerging situation and
preventing it from degenerating into riots and killings. Local ciuil society, in and of itself, did not
ensure peace. Rather, if communally integrated, it made the Junctioning of the local wings of the state more

ffictive.

State involvement: sorne analytical narratives

In light of the discussion above, how should we conceptualize state involvement in communal
violence?'We present three analytical narratives below. The narratives are important for they lay
out the process through which peace is obtained, or violence erupts.

We begin wirh Gujarat 2002, one of the most obvious examples of state involvement in
Hindu-Muslim riots in post-independence Indian history, where nearly 1,500 people, mostly
Muslim, were killed and many thousands made homeless. We ask in what sense was this Gujarat
violence consistent with, andlor different from, the theory presented above. 'We then move to
two ciry-level cases; Ahmedabad and Bhiwandi. In the former, by the late 1960s, a long phase

of communal peace turned into a new period of endemic violence. In the latter, the opposite
happened: endemic rioting gave way to communal peace. In different ways, the state was an
important variable in each change.

Gujørat 2002: pogrotns, not ríotss

After a train carrying Hindu pilgrims was torched, allegedly by a Muslim mob, on February 28,

2002,rhe worst carnage of India's independent history took place. Up to 1,500 people lost their
lives, mostly Muslims. Based on the 1950-95 time series, Gujarat was clearly the worst state in
India for Hindu-Muslim violence ffarshney 2002). Moreover, the data also clearly specified
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three Gujarat towns-Ahmedabad, Baroda and Godhra-as the most violence-prone, These

three turned out to be the wont sites of violence in 2002 as well.6
Not everything about Gujarat violence was, however, predictable. In one respect, the

2002 violence was shockingly different from previous violence. Unless later research disproves

the proposition, the existing reports give us every reason to believe that the riots in Gujarat were
actually full-blooded pogroms. Two common reference sources defìne pogrom as follows:

An organized, often oftrcially encouraged massacre or persecution of a minoriry group,
especially one conducted against Jews,

(uww.dictionary,com)

a mob attack, either approved or condoned by authorities, against the penons and
property of a religious, racial, or national minoriry.

(uruw.bñtannica.com)

After the train was torched, the state made no attempt to prevent, or stop, revenge killings. State

police looked the other way, as gangs murdered scores of Muslims with remarkable ease.7 The
statements of NGOs most closely associated with the Gujarat state govemment, run by the Hindu
nationalist Bharatiya Janata Parry (BJP), openly supported anti-Muslim violence. According to
the Vishva Hindu Parishad (VHP), the BJP government did what was absolutely necessary:

namely, allow Hindu retaliation against the Muslims, including those who had nothing to do
with the mob that originally torched the train in Godhra.8 From a constitutional perspective, of
course , it is not the dury of the govemment, whatever its ideological color, to stoke or allow
public anger and violence, no matter what the provocation. No elected government that takes an
oath to protect the lives of its citizens should behave like criminal gangs, hungry for a tit-for-tat.
ln 2002 the distinction between the constitutional and the ideological, however, disappeared in
Gujarat.

Gujarat violence calls for a conceptual distinction between riots and pogroms. Riots are a clash
between civilian groups, in which state neutraliry may be in doubt, but state neutraliry as a principle
is not abandoned. Pogroms are state-approved or state-condoned attacks on a hapless minority,
often not in a position ro reraliate fl/anhney 2007). The srare is, thus, integrally linked ro violence
in pogroms, but its role in riots cannot be derived from an undentanding of its role in pogroms.
To undentand how the state deals with riots, we present rwo different narratives below.

State power as a sou.rce of cìuic entrupffient: Ahmeilabail, Gujarøt

The pattern of communal relations has changed dramatically in the city of Ahmedabad, also

located in the state of Gujarat, India.e During 1920-69 the city was on the whole communally
peaceful, but the five-day carnage dunng September 1969 turned out to be a major turning
point. About 630 people were killed. During 7969 and 2002 Ahrnedabad became one of the
most riot-prone cities of India. Ln2002 alone, an estimated 800-1,000 people died during two
weeks of rioting. 'What 

were the foundations of Ahmedabad's communal peace until 1969? How
did the structures of peace break down?

The inter-communal civic life of Ahmedabad rested on four large organizational pillars:
a cadre-based political paffy engaged in mass politics; mass-based labor organizations; a long
tradition of strong business organizations; and social and economic organizations inspired by
Gandhian ideology. All brought Hindus and Muslims together, Of the four pillars, we will
concentrate on the fìrst two only, far and away the most important given their organizational
strength and the numben of people involved in them,
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The Congress party, the city's fìrst organizational pillar of peace, took to mass politics in the

1920s under Mahatma Gandhi's leadership and influence. The parry reached the acme of its

strength in Gujarat, especially Ahmedabad, in the first half of the twentieth century,10 The
cadres were trained in the parry's ideology of Hindu-Muslim uniry.

After independence in 7947, the Congress parry took control of govemment from the

departing British rulers.l1 The decline of the party as a civic organization followed its ascent to
state power. The more the party ran governments, the more it attracted people interested in
power and its benefits, not cadres committed to ideology and grassroots work. A lot of those

who joined the Congress when it fought British rulen, did not do so because they could
exercise govemmental power. If anything, imprisonment was more likely than a shot at rule.
A com¡nitment to the ideology of the movement was a key motivating factor.12

An intercommunal trade union

Ahmedabad was a leading center of Indian textiles for much of the twentieth century. Founded
by Gandhi, it also developed a major ciry-wide union, called the Textile Labor Association
(TLA). In the 1920s and 1930s the TLA became a formidable mass-based organization. It was not
only concerned with wages and conditions in the workplace, but also ran adult literacy schools

for workers, schools for children and scholarship schemes, It developed reading rooms and
libraries, girls' dormitories, and women's welfare centers; created housing, credit, and consumer
cooperatives; managed social and cultural centers to provide meeting places for cultural programs;

and fomred neighborhood inspection committees to deal with routine complaints of worken.
Tens of thousands of worken and their families thus came under its influence.

The TLA was funded primarily by workers' subscriptions, It maintained close contact with
the Congress party, though it remained organizationally distinct. When the Congress parry
came to power at independence in 1,947, rhe TLA was made the only 'representative union' in
Ahmedabad textiles by law, Only a representative union had the legal authority to represent
workers in courts, and in negotiations with employers and government.

So long as the TLA was required to compete with other unions, as in the 1930s, it had
no choice but to undertake organizational work for survival and growth, Once government
patronage was available, the TLA became a victim of its monopoly status. It did not have to
work as hard. The organization increasingly lost touch with the base.

The TLA's civic consciousness and involvement prevented riots in the city's vast worken'
quarters at the time of India's partition, when so much of the country witnessed Hindu-Muslim
violence. A vibrant union knew what it took to keep working communities together, By the
late 1960s, it was strong enough to run relief camps after riots, but not vigorous enough to
prevent riots in working-class neighborhoods,

Ahmedabad demonstrates how civic organizations can deteriorate if they get, or seek, state

patronage. The desire for greater power via govemment patronage may be tempting, but such

moves can seriously undermine civic and organizational fervor.

State power as a source of ciuíc rcgeneratíon: Bhíuanil| MaharashtuøI3

Bhiwandi, a town just outside Bombay, was infamous for Hindu-Muslim riots in the 1970s and
1980s. Nearly 200 lives-large numbers for a small town-were lost in riots during those yean.
The pattem changed, however, after a new police chief arrived in 1988 and sbrted an organizational

experiment,la In the following three years, Bhiwandi became a peaceful town. It could keep

communal peace even in the wont of times, as between 1988-93, when the RamJanmabhumi
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movement was under way, and again in 2002, when awful nots in the nearby state of Gujarat
took place. Building Hindu-Muslim contacts around common issues of concern turned out to be

the critical organizational device.

The police chief believed that instead of fighting fires at the time of riots, it was better to
prevent nots by bringing Hindus and Muslims together in normal times. If the Hindus and
Muslims could meet each other often enough and discuss common problems, an edifìce of
communication and perhaps trust would be created, which could be used for peace at the time
of communal tensions. The police chief decided to put together neighborhood committees
(mohalla samitis) for the whole town. They would meet once a week in the normal coune, but
daily in times of tension, with a police officer presiding, Over time, the committees became so

successful that even non-members started attending.
How did this structure help? During 1988-91 riots were widespread, as the Hindu nationalist

mobilization for the destruction of the Baburi mosque took off In Bhiwandi:

when passions ren high ... , members on both sides came together and voluntarily
undertook the task of patrolling the sffeets for nights on end, Rumoun were suppressed

on the spot and mmour-mongen handed over to the police ... [,\, a result], the
evil-doers preferred to lie low ... [and] were totally isolated by the constant vigilance
against them by committee members.ls

ln 1991', after the police chief was transferred at the end of his three-year term, his successor
kept the committee structure. By December 1992, when the Baburi mosque was tom down,
Bhiwandi's Hindus and Muslims had developed such undentanding, resolve and confidence
that peace was successfully kept. No lives were lost.

In 2002 again, when awful riots broke out in the neighbonng state of Gujarat, Bhiwandi
remained peaceful. The head of the local Bajran Dal, an extreme Hindu nationalist organization,
was murdered, That is normally a big spark in a town, very likely to lead to terrible fires. The
suspicion was that some Muslims had killed him to avenge the killings of fellow Muslims by
Hindu nationalist mobs in Gujarat. Yet again, no riots broke out in the ciry. Tensions did emerge,
but only to subside. The neighborhood committees have become an abiding fearure of the town.1(,

To conclude, with a strong civic structure in place, the state cen prevent riots with con-
siderable ease. Some other cities have of late followed the Bhiwandi model of neighborhood
committees, reporting considerable success (Barve 2003; Thakkar 2004).

Elections, minorities and the state

Unlike the argument above, there is a strand of scholanhip that holds the state responsible for
communal violence, and makes the case that if the state wants to prevent riots, it can, and it does.
Why, then, would the state target the minorities? Political reasons provide the link between riots
and the ruling party in a democracy-and therefore, to the state.

Brass (1997, 2003) has repeatedly made this argument. Consider his standard formulation:

What we can say with assurance is that the state govemment and the district admin-
istration have the knowledge and the power to contain and control riots when they
develop and probably to prevent them before they happen. The Indian state and most of
its state govemments are not 'weak', lacking the authoriry or the power to act decisively
when they choose to do so. 'When riots start, it is often because of intense political
competition at either or both the district and state levels, that is, because at least one
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strong parry or other political force is willing to pursue the game of brinkmanship. When
the authorities do not act decisively to contain and control riots, it is not because they do

not have the means to do so, but because, for political reasons, they choose not to do so.17

There are two points to be made here. Fint, Brass leaves it unclear what the 'political reesons' are.

If by 'political' Brass means 'votes,' then one can interpret his reasoning in two ways: either
targeting Muslims is a way to garner votes for the parry ruling the state, presumably votes of the

Hindu majority; or it is advantageous for the ruling parry to create a political situation, whereby
providing protection to the Muslim minoriry during violence is a means of getting Muslim votes.

The latter, too, would require violence to go on, for only if violence takes place can the ruling
parry blame it on the opposition and show that it can protect the Muslims. It is hard to imagine
how the latter political game can repeatedly be played without the Muslim minority figuring out
the intention of the ruling parry. Muslims have to be under a thick and long-lasting veil of
ignorance for this political strategy to work. There are, thus, missing links in the theory. 'We need

evidence based on Muslim attitudes towards the riots, not simply inferences based on how the
state behaved during times of violence; we also need evidence that the ruling party, regardless of
its ideology or social base, would like to target Muslims. Hindu nationalists might well behave
that way. Why would the Congress parry? The fact that a lot of riots in India have taken place
under Congress rule only thickens the explanarory puzzle. It does noc establish that the Congress
desired riots and wanted Muslims to be killed.

Second, the research of Brass is essentially case-based, confined as it is to some towns and
villages of Uttar Pradesh (UP). Indeed, his case materials rely heavily on the state's three riot-
prone towns: Meerut, Kanpur and Aligarh. He neither studies cases from outside lJttar Pradesh,

nor does he study variations in outcome within the state. Close to each of the riot-prone cities
he has analyzed towns that have never, or rarely, had communal riots, even though they have
substantial Muslim populations. Bulandshahar is next to Aligarh, Saharanpur next to Meerut,
and Lucknow very close to Kanpur. Bulandshahar, Saharanpur and Lucknow have not had
Hindu-Muslim riots, at least since independence.

Current methodological arguments in political science make it clear that while theories can

be fomrulated on the basis of commonalities in cases (Gerring 2006), those based on variations
in outcome have greater causal potential (King et al. 1994). One cannot really be sure that the
facton identified as causal in the analysis of similar cases are indeed causal, unless these factors
can be shown to be absent in cases radically dissimilar (Varshney 2002,2007).

This is not a problem in the second, and a more recent, state-based theory. 'Wilkinson (2004)
not only covers cases that look dissimilar, but he covers the entire gamut of variation by using
large-n regression analysis covering all riots during 1950 and 1995. Echoing Brass,'Wilkinson
argues, 'Whether violence is bloody or ends quickly depends ,.. primarily on the will and
capaciry of the government that controls the forces of law and order' (ibid.: 5).'What, then, will
determine whether the state will use force to protect ethnic minorities from violence? ' ...

[G]overnment will increase the supply of protection to minorities when ... minorities are an

important part of their parry's current support base ... Or when the overall electoral system in a

state is so competitive-in terms of the effective number of parties-that the governing parry

will have to negotiate or form coalitions with minoriry supported parties' (ibid.: 6-7). In sum,

the level of competitiveness at the state level and requirement of minority support for political
survival decreases, or eliminates, riots,18

It needs, first, to be asked why one must have such faith in the capaciry of India's state

govemments, which control law and order. A cross-country comparison should make the

skepticism clearer. Are not state capaciry in the USA, Britain and France much higher than in
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India? Yet the USA could not prevent the so-called Rodney King riots in 1,992 (as well as the
riots of the 1960s), while Britain witnessed racial rioting in the 1980s, and Arab migrants in
France noted in 2005. Los Angeles, Brixton and Paris burned, while the police wielded their
batons and even shot to discipline the crowds. If 'Western 

states can have such problems, what
can be the basis for the belief that prevention of riots depends 'on the will and capacity of the
govemment that controls the forces of law and order'?le

Moreover, Wilkinson uses the idea of an effective number of parties to measure electoral
competition at the state level. Using that measure, Wilkinson argues that the clearest suppoft for
his theory comes from how Indian states handled rhe 2002 riots. Having a bipolar electoral arena
split between the BJP and the Congress party, Gujarat in 2002 was among the states with the
lowest number of effective parties. It also contained a party in power, the BJP, which had no

need for Muslim votes, In the states of Uttar Pradesh and Bihar, the electoral arena had been
multipolar for over a decade and a half. Both states have among the highest number of effective
parties in India. Moreover, the ruling parties in both states were dependent on Muslim suppoft ín
2002. The states of Madhya Pradesh (MP) and Rajasthan-adjacent to Gujarat and like Gujarat
having a bipolar electoral arena split mainly between the BJP and Congress-might have had a

low number of effective parties, but the political parry in power, the Congress, unlike the BJP
in Gujarat, needed Muslim votes.

Thus, Gujarat ín 2002 had the worst of both worlds; UP and Bihar (and Kerala) the best of
both; and MP and Rajasthan were in between. In consequence, 

'Wilkinson 
argues, Gujarat had

gruesome violence, but UP, Bihar, MP and Rajasthan escaped it altogether.
Ironically, the Varshney-Wilkinson dataset (Varshney and'Wilkinson 2006), on which much

of Wilkinson's argument is based, also provides many counter-examples, which we ought to
consider, If Gujarat state was ruled by the BJP in2002, the Congress party, which ß known to be

dependent on the Muslim vote in most states of India and has often systematically courted Muslims since the

Jtrst Indian election in 1952, ruled Gujarat on the following occasions when riots broke out:

January 1982; March 1984; March-July 1985; January, March andJuly 1986;January, February
and November 1987; April, october, November and December 1990; January, March and
April 1991; and January and JuIy 1992. The BJP, opposed ro Muslims, came ro power in
Gujarat state only in 1995. Riots were endemic in the state of Gujarat for a much longer time,

Counter-examples from other Indian states, not simply from Gujarat, can also be cited. During
Bombay riots inJanuary 1993, the Congress party was in charge of the state government. During
the awful 1980s riots in the state of UP, the Congress parry ran state govemments; moreover, at
that time Indira Gandhi, who appealed for Muslim votes for most of her political life, ruled in New
Delhi. Finally, and most remarkably ofall, the riots of 1961 occurred when Nehru was India's prime
minister. As is widely known, Nehru had an unquestionable commirment to India's Muslims.
Moreover, almost all states of the country were Congress-ruled during his tenure (1947-64).

It is well known that large-n regression analysis is basically about the central tendency of a

scatter plot of data points, something which a couple of outlien do not significantly alter,
However, counter-exemples undermining'Wilkinson's theory are simply too many to be bru-
shed aside as outlien, or occasional deviations from the trend line. 'Wilkinson's 

argument can at
best explain why the BJPJed state govemments might not want to protect Muslims, but why
did Nehru, Indira Gandhi and Congress-led state governments repeatedly fail to stem riots?

Towards a different formulation

To our mind, the best explanation, which also looks at the role of the state, can be conceptualized
as below. We have already used the metaphor of 'sparks' (small clashes, tensions, rumors) and
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'fires'(riots and pogroms); we return to it to explain how, as a result of the state's role, change

occurs.

State behavior can constitute a spark. Or a spark, wherever and however it emerged, may

be fanned by the state, even though it is the constitutional responsibiliry of the state to put
disturbances down by any legal means necessary. It follows that to the extent that a state is
controlled by a communal party, the sparks confronting local mechanisms will be that much
bigger, Depending on the strength of the local bridging capital, however, the peaceful towns
may still not witness the outbreak of communal fires. lJnder increasing assault, some of them
may well come apart,'We diagrammatically represent this process in Figure 13.1.

In an inter-temporal sense, then, the bigger the spark, the greater will be the possibiliry of a
change to the prevailing distribution of peace and violence, Once allowed to grow by the state's

ruling political party, police or bureaucracy, the provocation may well be such that it over-
whelms local structures that had made it possible for some towns, during earlier penods of
violence, to remain peaceful. This would then lead to a greater dispenion of communal violence
in a state than had been observed historically-by breaking the civic barriers that towns had

constructed and by making the riot-prone towns even worse.

In light of this, let us now reinterpret the cases discussed in the second section of this chapter.

Fint, when the state plays a role directly detrimental to peace, the state enten the process out-
lined above through sparks. Its behavior, actions and ideology could generate tensions, to which
different towns with their varying civic texture react. Communal violence thus becomes a

product of the intensity of the spark on one hand, and the strength of the bridging civic texture
of the town on the other. The state may not put out the sparks, as mandated by the constitution,
instead allowing them to become fires. Gujaratin2002 is an example of such a role.

In contrast, when the state plays a positive role towards peace, it can enter the process in two
ways; first, it can seek to ensure through its control over local police and administration that
when communal tensions arise, they are nipped in the bud by administrative action; or second,

Sparks

lnter-communal
civic engagement

Figure 13,1 The state, civil society and communal violence
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it can also do that through civic mechanisms-by building and nurturing bridging social capital

and making the law-and-order function of the local police and administration eâsier, as lasting

environmental support for police functions during riots is created. The Bhiwandi case is an

illustration of this second option. The local stete organs sought to build defenses against a future
disruption of peace by establishing bridging institutions. That is why it has successfully contained
tensions over the last two decades, even as nearby towns have burned,

A third possibility, exemplifìed by Ahmedabad in the 1960s, concerns the indirect role of
the state. In this scenario, the state does not seek to destroy the bridging social capital. Rather, the
organizations that embodied such capital seek state patronage and develop a special relationship
with the state. 

'While 
this gives them power, it also tends to reduce incentives to mobilize and

engage in orgaruzarional work, thereby eroding their civic capacíty. They develop feet of clay, and

their capacity to generate intercommunal civic engagement declines, Under such circumstances,

a small spark-for example, a clash over cows, as happened in Ahmedabad in September 1969,

something not otherwise uncorrunon in India-becomes hard to contain. Brutal and gruesome

violence can result.

Conclusion

It is certainly true that the empirical state, as opposed to the juridkal state, is not abidingly
committed to its constitutional role of keeping peace. The state can, indeed, side with the
majority community and violently target nrinorities, or allow the majority communiry ro do so.

However, it is also highly imprecise to conceptualizethe state as an actor alwaysinterested in, or
capable of violence for the sake of electoral ends on behalf of the ruling parry. Pogroms and riots
are two different conceptual categories. State-condoned or state-sponsored riots are pogroms;
violent clashes between gïoups that the state is unable to stop are riots. Not all riots in India have
been pogroms; only some have been. The state in India has played a variery of roles at the time of
communal tensions, including those that are systematically peaceful. Understanding how the state
behaves, and the outcomes of its actions, also requires an understanding of how civil sociery
might be organized.
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Notes
1 In this chapter, we shall use the terms 'ethnic,' 'communal,' and 'ethnocommunal' interchangeably.

For a rationale, see Horowitz 19f15: chapter 1. For a plea that the term'ethnic'should not be used
widely, see Chandra 2006.

2 The most recent accounts of state involvement in riots are Brass (1997,2003), and Wilkinson (2004).
'We discuss them in the third section of the chapter.

3 Constructed jointly by Steven Wilkinson ffale Univeniry) and Vanhney. This dataset is now publicly
available with ICPSR. See Varshney and Wilkinson2006.

4

5

6

However, see Petersen (200) for a very different account from East Central Europe.
For a fuller analysis, see Vanhney (2003).
In cont¡ast to Ahrnedabad or Baroda, Vanhney (2002) identified Surat as a town that had managed to
develop civic mechanisms to insulate itself from the state-wide trend, Yet again in March and April

1,6



2002 rhe violence in Surat wæ minimal, even as Baroda and Ahmedabad, not too far away, experienced
camage.

7 This narrative is based on a reading of the following newspapeß: The Times of Indía, T'|rc Indian Express,

and The Hinduslan Times.

8 'Parivar Wars,' The Tímes of India, June 26,2002.
9 This section is heaviJy abbreviated from chapters 9-1 1 of Varshney (2002).

10 Mahatma Gandhi's depury, Sardar Patel, is widely viewed as lhe organizational genius behind the
success of Gujarat's Congress party.

11 The party had ruled earlier sporadically at the city and provincial level, but not with much power, as it
was under British sovereignty.

1,2 [n1957, within 10 years of independence, a well-known committee of the Congress party noted the
civic malaise.'Congress worken at the base have lost contact with the people ... their discipline has

become loose ... '(All-lndia Congress Committee 1957:42), The committee warned that'to combat
the evils of communalism, it is necessary to establish properly functioning village, Ward or mohalla

[neighborhoodl Congress committees' (ibid.: 5).

Communal uiolence

l3
t4

For more details, see Varshney (2002: 293-97).
Suresh Khopade, a poìice offìcer in Maharashtra state, was appointed deputy commissioner of police
for Bhiwandi. In his unpublished memoin, Bhiwandi Ríots and After (Khopade n.d.), he has given a

detailed account of his initiatives, Varshney independently confìrmed the account through interviews.
Khopade n.d.: 119.
Indeed, by 2008-09, the local power company was using the neighborhood committees to develop a

better power distribution network and prevent electriciry thefts. Based on interviews in April 2009,
Brass 1997: 287-88.
'Wilkinson also argues that the level of electoral competitiveness at the local level, as opposed to the
state level, produces the opposite result: namely, increase in riots. In the interest of space, we do not
concentrate on this argument here. 'We do have a critique elsewhere ffanhney and Gubler 2012).
For irnplications of this analysis for a recent debate in India, see Vanhney 2011.
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